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We will not speak for others, and we will not ask someone else to speak for others.  
We will practice active listening and listen more than we individually speak, paying
attention to how much space we take up in the room (or virtual room). 
We value everyone’s voice and encourage everyone to speak up. 
We will not become defensive when someone shares the effect our communication
has on them.
We will respect people’s names and gender pronouns. 
We will give credit where credit is due. 
We are open to social media use in DSS interactions, but we will ask before
mentioning others in the room or sharing photographs, and we will respect
people’s decisions.

DSS Community Agreement
 

The DSS community agrees to frame interactions in DSS spaces and meetings with the
following guidelines in mind. We recognize that we will all make mistakes and may

unintentionally harm individuals or groups as we engage as a community, but we agree
to take responsibility for the results of our words and actions.
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Library Support for 
Faculty Digital Projects

Alyssa Fahringer, Digital Scholarship Consultant

Wendy Mann, Director, Digital Scholarship Center

George Mason University Libraries



Digital Scholarship Center <dsc.gmu.edu>

https://dsc.gmu.edu/


Omeka S <omeka.org/s>

https://omeka.org/s/


Anthologies of African American Writing 
<silverbox.gmu.edu/dscff/s/aaaw>

https://silverbox.gmu.edu/dscff/s/aaaw/page/About


Chile 1988 <chile88.cl>

http://www.chile88.cl/


Lord Fairfax Community College Herbarium (LFCC) Specimen 
Collection and Accession Records <silverbox.gmu.edu/lfcc>

http://silverbox.gmu.edu/lfcc


East German Poster Database 
<silverbox.gmu.edu/eastgerman>

http://silverbox.gmu.edu/eastgerman/
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Connecting the Digital to the Terrestrial: 
Historic Drawings of Yosemite

Mike Wurtz
University Libraries’ Special Collections and Archives

University of the Pacific - Stockton - California



John Muir (1838-1914)

● 103 journals and notebooks
● ~7000 correspondence
● 100s of manuscript drafts
● 100s of drawings
● 1000s of photographs 



Sharing Muir’s work



ContentDM and then BePress



Geolocating

Mt Rubidoux (Riverside) Muir 1907  Wurtz 2009





Field Trips: Inspiration 
● Eastern Sierra
● Crater Lake
● Death Valley
● Southern Utah and Northern 

Arizona
● Scotland
● High Sierra
● Mono Lake
● Of course, Yosemite Valley



Storytelling in the field



Japanese American Internment

“The houses are very good. We had a little 
stove in ours. I think there is a little stove 
in every house. The stove is to keep warm. 
I sure miss my pet dogs and things. I hope 
they are all fine. I did not get any [nouns] 
but I will try and send you some next time. 
Well, I’ll close now.”



Finally a book



Making observers 
● I Notice…
● I Wonder…
● It Remind Me of…



Pre-trip preparation – Scholarly Commons



Pre-trip preparations – Google Earth (VR)



On-site - observation





Student reports/evaluations



Motivations and Takeaways
● Motivations  

■ Bring Muir’s work back to the field
■ Develop interest and knowledge for Sense of Place
■ Enhance Observations
■ Use our online resources

● Takeaways
■ increased use of archival materials



Teaching Metadata and Collection 
Lifecycles in the Humanities 
Classroom using 
CollectionBuilder

Olivia Wikle (University of Idaho)
Cal Murgu (Brock University)



Introductions

Olivia Wikle

● Digital Initiatives Librarian, 
University of Idaho

Cal Murgu

● Instructional Design 
Librarian, Brock University
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https://collectionbuilder.github.io/

CollectionBuilder

https://collectionbuilder.github.io/


Digital objects

Metadata

CollectionBuilder template



CollectionBuilder Demo

https://collectionbuilder.github.io/collectionbuilder-gh/


Collection metadata drives 
interactive visualizations including 

browse, subject clouds, maps, 
timelines, and tables.

Visualizations



Browse Subject Clouds



Map

Timeline



Table Data Downloads



Data Derivatives

Collection metadata drives 
generation of reusable data 

derivatives and rich machine 
readable markup.



Item Pages

Collection metadata drives 
the creation of rich item 

pages for each object.



About Pages 

Collection metadata can be pulled into 
narrative pages, surfacing context, 

research, and storytelling. 



CollectionBuilder Metadata



CollectionBuilder-GH Template

https://github.com/CollectionBuilder/collectionbuilder-gh


CollectionBuilder _config.yml file



GitHub Pages

https://pages.github.com/


Jekyll Static Generator 
(built into GitHub Pages or installed 

on computer)

https://jekyllrb.com/


Customize CollectionBuilder Code



Edit Liquid and Markdown on the About Page

https://jekyllrb.com/docs/liquid/
https://www.markdownguide.org/


Edit content on the About Page

https://collectionbuilder.github.io/collectionbuilder-gh/about.html


Technical Benefits:

● Low-cost (minimal infrastructure 
requirements)

● Sustainable (metadata, objects, and 
code are preservation-ready)

Teaching with CollectionBuilder:



Technical Skills:

● Learn transferable data literacy skills 

(emphasis on metadata)

● Learn collaborative development styles 

and version control concepts (GitHub)

● Learn beginning concepts of web 
development (Scaffolded introduction 

to Markdown, Liquid, HTML, CSS, JS)

Teaching with CollectionBuilder

Critical Thinking Skills:

● Engage with the concept of humanities 
data

● Interact with primary sources
● Confront bias in collection curation and 

presentation

Educational Benefits:



Teaching with CollectionBuilder

Aim

● Introduce “Intro to Humanities” 
students at a SLAC to digital collection 
lifecycle

● Collaborate with the local museum and 
archives (Ringling)

● Not simply a technological exercise; 
focus on metadata and a critical 
consideration of digital collection 
arrangement

● Replace traditional paper assignment

Learning outcomes

Through this assignment, students will

• Describe the challenges of digital collection 
management
• Identify, arrange, and digitize a discrete 
collection around a specific subject/theme
• Organize metadata in a spreadsheet
• Manipulate (edit, commit) a Github 
repository
• Gain experience troubleshooting technical 
problems



Pedagogical Principles

Humanities first, technology 
second

● Students interested in 
critical reflection and 
thematic arrangement, 
not building websites

● Focus on applying 
humanities skills to this 
process, technological 
competencies along the 
way

High-touch librarian 
involvement

● CollectionBuilder is 
straightforward but can 
still be technically 
challenging for 
inexperienced operators

● Librarian involvement 
through classroom 
instruction and group 
meetings to oversee 
technical aspects

Encourage critical reflection

● Highlighting subjective 
decisions throughout 
the digital collection 
process spurred critical 
reflections by students

● The notion of neutrality 
and ethics of display 
challenged at every turn 
(from archival selection, 
to metadata description 
and arrangement)



Student Examples

https://ncflib.github.io/Bodies
Minds-Group3/

https://ncflib.github.io/BodiesMinds-Group3/
https://ncflib.github.io/BodiesMinds-Group3/
https://ncflib.github.io/BodiesMinds-Group3/


Lesson Plan

https://tinyurl.com/pmdv6mm8 

https://tinyurl.com/pmdv6mm8
https://tinyurl.com/pmdv6mm8


Thank you.
Special thanks to Dr. Miriam Wallace, Dr. Robert Zamsky, Dr. April Flakne (sponsors of Bodies and 
Minds course); to the wonderful staff at the Ringling Museum, Jennifer Lemmer Posey, Susan O'Shea, 
and Heidi Connor, for making their collections available for this class exercise
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